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In current traffic scenario measures to promote public transport and to improve its 

patronage are urgently required, which would reduce severity and level of congestion due to the 

higher dependency on private vehicles. People prefer personalized modes, as the travel time is 

relatively lesser that of bus transport. Usually buses arrive at intersection at defined frequency 

and leave it at dramatically fluctuating headways because the signal statuses when each bus 

arrives at the intersection and delay for each bus are different. To reduce delay at signals, signal 

priority is considered as one of the best option. Currently city buses are operated with GPS 

facility. The facility can be used to identify the exact position of bus on real time basis and the 

data could be used for providing priority for buses at traffic signals. To make public transport 

effective some actions need to be taken. One such action is introduction of Bus Priority Signal. A 

stretch of arterial road (Anna Salai) in Chennai was taken for the study. The study stretch is of 

2.2 Km length with 5 signalized intersections. Scenarios were formulated and evaluated using 

TRANSYT 13 software. They are existing scenario (i.e. lane discipline at mid-blocks without 

signal coordination), Existing scenario with signal coordination and Existing scenario with signal 

coordination and bus signal priority arrangement at intersections. The scenarios were compared 

for travel timesaving and the results are reported. The results of high performance simulation 

software VISSIM validate that there are close relationships between bus frequency, signal cycle, 

bus headway deviation and bus delay. 
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